Sexual Contact

11-05336
"Providing a sexual act in exchange for 250$ US currency

11-02707
"Lubricated her hands with oil and grabbed detective McKinnon's genitals"

11-00485
3 officers, 1 worker! What happened here?!?! “agreeing to vaginal sex in exchange for 100$/agreeing to
perform oral sex in exchange for 50$/agreeing to perform oral sex in exchange for 50$”

10-13450
"engaged in assignation by accepting $250 in exchange for vaginal sex."

10-09858
"accepting 300$ from undercover detective Barbosa, then completely disrobing and getting into a sexual
position on a hotel room bed at the direction of the detective who also displayed a condem to the
defendant"

10-09327
"defendant, who was completely nude, got into a sexual position at the request of Undercover Detective
Barbosa." search warrant found 45 condoms

10-08578
Charging doc says “agreed,” Conditions of Release say: "Grabbed groin and buttocks"

10-07198
2 cops, 1 worker. What is really going on?! "The defendant engaged in assignation by agreeing to
perform manual masturbation on Under Cover Detective [sic] Kleinsmith. Furthermore, the defendent
touched Detective Kleinsmith's genitals with the intent to Perform [sic] the sex act."

10-00534
"having" oral sex is crossed out and changed to agreeing to

09-12754
"Engaged in vaginal sex"

09-13057
Defense filing: "Ms. X was contacted by someone wanting a massage. An arrangment was made for her
to meet the gentleman in a hotel room. When she arrived, the gentleman repeatedly asked about sex.
She declined. The officer removed his clothing. The officer touched Ms. X."

09-12149
"engaged in prostituion by touching of another of the male genitalia"

09-12564
"agreeing to engage in oral sex in excgange for 100$. Furthermore the defendent grabbed my genitals to
ensure that I was not law enforcement."

09-11688
"by doing oral sex and vaginal sex for 100$”

09-08956

"defendant engaged in assignation by accepting $30 in exchange for sexual ?

09-09607
Court notes: "got in officers car. Oral sex for $60."

09-09606
See court notes. Began oral sex.

